SAVE THE DATE

"YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD COUNCIL"

*Live Radio Program*

The L.A. City Budget Addition

Brought to you by: The NCBA’s of Greater Los Angeles

THE OCCASION: "YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD COUNCIL" L.A. City Budget Addition RADIO PROGRAM

WHEN: 'LIVE' SUNDAY MARCH 1st, 8th & 15th 2015 @ 6:00PM - 7:00PM PST.

WHERE: AM 870 KRLA "THE ANSWER" or Listen live on your Computer, Smartphone or Tablet at: http://www.am870theanswer.com/

PROGRAM INFORMATION: The L.A. NCBA's will summarize their recent activities regarding the collection of data compiled from hours of interviews with L.A. city elected officials, department heads and key city personnel on the fiscal health of the City of Los Angeles. Also an overview of the up coming "White Paper" will be discussed with guests such as the city controller, Ron Galperin and the L.A. City Administrative Officer's (CAO) Inspector General Fernando Campos.

Don't miss the special segment by fiscal watchdog, and "City Watch" contributor, Jack Humphreerville reporting on waste and out of control spending by some city departments as well as his LADWP Rate payer updates.

But most of all we're hoping to bring to you in very simple terms a plain understanding of where your tax dollars are being spent and commonsense recommendations offered to our city government of what we believe is a good
sound solutions to some of the problems inherent, in the current L.A. city budget program.
The one phrase that most describes the main consummate goal of the Neighborhood Council Budget Advocates is achieving a "Balanced Performance Based Budget" for the City of Los Angeles.

OUR CONTRIBUTORS: Jay Handal Co-Host (NCBA Co-Chair), Brandon D. Pender Moderator/Writer/Producer (NCBA Committee Chair), Dr. Daniel Wiseman MD Co-Host (NCBA Committee Chair), Jack Humphreville Co-Host/Editor at Large (NCBA Committee Chair), Terry Gomes Booking Producer (NCBA Co-Chair) and Steven Quat Call Screener (SCNC Budget Rep).

"YNC" LIVE LISTENER CALL-IN PHONE NUMBER: 1-866-870-KRLA. (5752)

SPONSORED BY: THE 'NEIGHBORHOOD COUNCIL BUDGET ADVOCATES of GREATER LOS ANGELES'.

AND REMEMBER; "WE LOVE YOU L.A." That's why we do what we do.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MtDhtadoeUk